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We have all known in fiction and in life the phenomenon of the ‘death tape’, the posthumous airing of a recording which serves as a sort of time 
capsule, intended to be seen or heard after the filmed person’s death.  In ninety percent of these cases, such recordings are made by a sole individual facing 
the camera without the aid of any filming crew.

These projects can enlighten us as to the hidden intentions of that person during his lifetime, or they can provide an explanation for the necessity of an act.  
Often made prior to a suicide attack, such a video plays the role of an open letter, leaving a trace of one person’s existence for the future.

The project Gambling with Outdated Dreams takes its format from this perspective.  Digital recording technologies allow us this method of sending infor-
mation from camera to hard disk, to be hidden away until attention is desired.  The films stored here are to be projected by a powerful television transmitter, 
following a delay of sixty-seven years.  While the life expectancy in the industrialized world is between 74 and 78 years for a man, and between 79 and 
85 for a woman, it is assumed that the individuals involved will have expired by the year 2075, at which point the transmitter will begin to broadcast the 
recordings.

These subjects have been presented the opportunity to make a confession to the outside world.  They will reveal matters kept secret during their lifetime, 
due to certain pressures coming either from social status, familial situation, or professional standing.

The television transmitter is included in a prototype vehicle developed for this work. It is a certified all-terrain vehicle, designed to prevent detection, so 
as to camouflage the location of the tapes’ storage and broadcasting.  Should the archived information ever be accessed, the tapes will self-destruct; the 
atomic clock, timing the first sixty-seven years of silence, cannot be stopped or adjusted.  Thus, the subjects’ revelations are guaranteed protection from 
their contemporary peers.
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Engineer’s Note

CLOCK 2076

Project
To create a clock capable of launching a video reader and a video transmitter ap-
proximately 70 years after it is set.

Approach
Try to create an object considering the materials and the available technologies, 
taking into consideration the influence of unknown viewers and owners, in the long 
term.

To our knowledge, no similar object been conceived to work without maintenance 
on over such an extended period of time, in the history of electricity. 

Aims
- To minimize the consumption of current.
- To conceive the simplest plan possible.
- To consider the predictable degradation of certain known elements over time.
- To develop an autonomous clock (the ideal solution of the signal clock DCF77 was 
spread would be to guarantee its functioning time to be more than the hypothetical 
70 years).

Retained principle
A quartz oscillates on a frequency of 32 768 hertz.
A first circuit divides the frequency by 214 and supplies a signal of 2 hertz fre-
quency.
Three other circuits divide this signal again, by 232.
These constituents are based on the technology silicon considered as being able to 
work interminably.

The exit used by the last circuit will be activated after 231 seconds that
In seconds 2 147 483 648s
In minutes 35 791 394mn 8s
In hours 596 523h 14mn 8s
In days  24 855days 3h 14mn 8s
In years 68years 35days 3h 14mn 8s

By taking into account 17 leap years between 2008 and 2076 
68years 18days 3h 14mn 8s

Or concretely « approximately 68 years « considering the precise disparity of tem-
perature of quartz* over this period.
*Optimum tolerance + /-20ppm - derive 0,034ppm / ° C.

Supply
The consumption of the clock is 50µA (microamperes) 
The power supply is generated by:
-Two large solar panels to ensure a power supply for the clock, even in weak light.
-An entrance 12 volts coming from the sculpture.
Battery plugs were (maximum life expectancy is approximately 10 years, whatever 
the technology) have been included to benefit high capacity condensers.
No solution allows at present to store sufficient amounts of energy over the course 
of 70 years.   The plans assume that an outside energy source will be present from 
day one of the project, to ensure the functioning of the reader and transmitter to 
the final day.

Procedure
The aim of this project is to protect the confidentiality of the information contained 
in the memory card.
- All the tests are made with another memory card containing a message not rele-
vant to the final project.
- The case containing the device is to be sealed within the sculpture, by a bailiff.
- The bailiff will insert the project’s memory card into the reader himself.
- The same person will then activate the clock.
- The bailiff will close the lid of the device, which is then to be sealed immediately 
(riveting, welding...)

       
Christian Péricone          
    
Perlor-Radio Electronic
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A Jeep has been transformed into a sculptural, hermetically sealed, container.  Inside are stored a collection of voice recordings made by the 
artist of individuals of high standing in various fields.  Under legal contract, none of the tapes may be heard until the year 2076.

Technical drawing and model making
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INSPIRATION
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Work in progress
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